
Romantisches Deko-Schild mit Serviettentechnik
Instructions No. 559
 Working time: 30 Minutes

This pretty decoration is quickly made with little effort . Rose motives are applied with Napkin technique . The finished romantic decoration sign is a real eye-
catcher.

And so it goes 

Choose a romantic one for this decoration idea. Remove the jute bands from the decorative sign and prime all MDF parts white
In the next step roses and butterflies or similar romantic motifs are torn Napkin out of the heart (do not cut with scissors). Only the uppermost printed paper
layer Napkin is now Craft cardboard sheet glued Napkin varnish on. After drying, the motifs are cut out exactly 

Cut out metal hearts from silver-coloured aluminium sheet with the help of the Stencil "Hearts" hearts. Apply white paint to the edges with a brush. Glue with
hot glue to Lace ribbon the back edge of the decorative sign and the self-made metal hearts.

Now the metal hearts are glued onto the MDF heart decors. They can now be decorated further with further small motifs Napkins-or with romantic scattered
parts.

Finally, wipe Ink Pads over the edges of the hearts and the shield and hang Jute ribbon the hearts back up.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1
542708-05 Staz-On Stamp padNougat 1
412124-39 Satin ribbon, 3 mmPink 1
706681-00 Craft cardboard sheetWhite 1
970020 VBS Side cutter 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1
134026 Mini hot glue gun "Flower Power", with cable 1
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